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Wired for Innovation: How Information Technology is Reshaping the EconomyMIT Press, 2009
A wave of business innovation is driving the productivity resurgence in the U.S. economy. In Wired for Innovation, Erik Brynjolfsson and Adam Saunders describe how information technology directly or indirectly created this productivity explosion, reversing decades of slow growth. They argue that the companies with the highest level of...
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Macworld iPhone Superguide, Second EditionMacworld, 2009
For iPhone, iPod, iPod touch, Mac and Windows users, this book details and simplifies the best use of your iPhone features.  This Second Edition brings back the popular iPhone Superguide, updated for iPhone, iPhone 3G, and iPod touch.

 

Our experts share how to master hidden features easily, connect to nearby...
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Understanding Cryptography: A Textbook for Students and PractitionersSpringer, 2009
Cryptography is now ubiquitous – moving beyond the traditional environments, such as government communications and banking systems, we see cryptographic techniques realized in Web browsers, e-mail programs, cell phones, manufacturing systems, embedded software, smart buildings, cars, and even medical implants. Today's designers need a...
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Creative Close-Ups: Digital Photography Tips and TechniquesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	“The unbelievably small and the unbelievably vast eventually meet, like the closing of a gigantic circle,” observes the ever-smaller hero of the 1950s movie The Incredible Shrinking Man. What I love most about close-up photography is the way size, scale and orientation gets lost as you photograph things that are smaller and...
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Professional Cairngorm (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2009

	Take advantage of Cairngorm, one of the leading Flex frameworks for building Rich Internet Applications (RIA)


	Cairngorm is a framework that encourages best practices for RIA development. It is the most popular and widely deployed Flex framework, yet very few books provide the depth and detail necessary to thoroughly understand and...
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Extreme NXT: Extending the LEGO MINDSTORMS NXT to the Next Level, Second EditionApress, 2009

	Although LEGO MINDSTORMS NXT allows anyone to build complex inventions, there are limits to what you can do with what comes inside the box. This book shows you how to advance the NXT with more than 45 exciting projects that include creating a cool magic wand that writes words in thin air, building a remotely guided vehicle, and constructing...
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Succeed for Yourself: Unlock Your Potential for Success and HappinessKogan Page, 2009

	This book is written for anyone who wants to achieve

	success in their life – and that must be you.





	Every idea and thought I share with you here is based on my

	own personal experience and I can assure you that the practical

	advice I offer does work.





	You have my personal guarantee that the...
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Practical Ext JS Projects with Gears (Practical Projects)Apress, 2009
Discover Ext JS, one of today’s most powerful and highly regarded JavaScript frameworks, with perhaps the best set of GUI widgets around, and a whole host of components that make developing client–side applications a breeze. Using a pragmatic approach, you’ll dissect seven full–fledged applications, covering

...
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Alfresco 3 Enterprise Content Management ImplementationPackt Publishing, 2009

	How to customize, use, and administer this powerful, Open Source Java-based Enterprise CMS

	
		Manage your business documents with version control, library services, content organization, and advanced search.
	
		Create collaborative web sites using document libraries, wikis, blogs, forums, calendars, discussions,...
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Solr 1.4 Enterprise Search ServerPackt Publishing, 2009
If you are a developer building a high-traffic web site, you need to have a terrific search engine. Sites like Netflix.com and Zappos.com employ Solr, an open source enterprise search server, which uses and extends the Lucene search library. This is the first book in the market on Solr and it will show you how to optimize your web site for high...
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My New Iphone: 52 Simple Projects to Get You StartedNo Starch Press, 2009

You finally did it-you bought the gizmo that everyone's talking about. Maybe you've already figured out how to play music or make phone calls, but then what?

How does the voicemail work? And that keyboard? What about all of those cool apps-which ones do you need, and how do you get them? You need a book like My New iPhone...
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Applications in Ecological EngineeringAcademic Press, 2009
Ecological engineering involves the design, construction and management of ecosystems that have value to both humans and the environment. It is a rapidly developing discipline that provides a promising technology to solve environmental problems.  Ecological Engineering covers the basic theory of ecological engineering as well as the...
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